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Q2

The Q2 2019 State of Mobile Ad Fraud Report o�ers a 
detailed analysis of the full financial quarter: January 1, 
2019 to March 31, 2019.

The Interceptd Q2 2019 Mobile Ad Fraud Report o�ers essential insights 
and data from both Q1 and Q2. Building a winning mobile advertising 
strategy starts here. 

How severe is mobile ad fraud, and how hard could it hit your 
business? Get the facts and figures in our latest report. 



For the first time in history, digital ad spend is expected to reach US$254 
billion by the end of 2019,*¹ surpassing even television.  

In 2019, it will constitute more than 41% of global ad spend, with a projected 
increase to 44% in 2020. Mobile remains the fastest growing platform and is 
expected to surge by 19.2% in 2019.*² But how much of that spend is actually 
getting to the right place?

Digital and mobile permeate our lives and dominate the advertising sector — 
certainly in terms of expenditure and sheer volume. At these levels of use and 
spend, you’d expect mobile and digital advertising to be heavily regulated 
and secure. Yet that’s not the case, and companies like yours are su�ering 
from it.

How serious is ad fraud? It’s second only to drug tra�cking as the most 
profitable organized crime. In the first half of 2019, advertisers lost an 
estimated $2.3 billion to ad fraud — as much as $1 lost for every $3 spent.*³ 
There is a gap between digital advertising regulations and reality; a gap that 
is being filled by professional criminals. 

As you read this, more than 5 billion people own mobile devices, over half of 
which are smartphones.*⁴ The mobile market continues to grow and shows no 
sign of stopping. How can your organization capitalize on this if your capital 
keeps getting siphoned o�?

Analysis
Situation

1  Dentsu Aegis Network, Global Ad Spend Forecasts, February 2019
2 Dentsu Aegis Network, Global Ad Spend Forecasts, February 2019
3 Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2015 Internet Advertising Report
4 Pew Research Center interceptd.com
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Executive Summary

Methodology

For advertisers, mobile usage has 
increased in volume, growth potential, and 
complexity. Take, for example, the growth of 
Apple’s App Store from 500 to 1.8 million 
apps by 2019. 

For the first time in history, spending on 
digital advertising (which is dominated by 
mobile) has surpassed TV spending. And 
yet, even amidst massive growth in mobile 
usage, advertising spends and volume, 
there is a substantial, yet largely undetect-
ed problem: ad fraud. 

Marketers face the dual challenge of hitting 
business KPIs while maintaining a healthy, 
genuine, quality user-base. Ad fraud makes 
that even tougher, leading to lost revenue 
and inaccurate attribution. Interceptd data 
indicates an increase of 20% of total ad 
spend lost to ad fraud between 2018 and 
2019.

Using our proprietary algorithms and 
machine learning to measure ad fraud 
tra�c across devices and publishers, we 
analyzed over three billion app installs and 
four billion app sessions across our existing 
customers, free trials and testing data. We 
then contrasted these results against 
figures from our 2018 and 2019 Q1 studies 
in order to ascertain industry trends. App 
category information is derived from the 
o�cial Google Play Store and Apple’s App 
Store. All dollar ($) figures in this report are 
measured in USD. 

To avoid losing their marketing budget and 
to acquire and retain high-value users, 
companies must audit their attribution 
partners’ data and look beyond their user 
acquisition KPIs. 

A major challenge for marketers is reaching 
business KPIs while still maintaining a healthy, 

genuine, quality user-base.
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Global Fraud Insights
How Ad Fraud Works..

A new wave of techno-creative fraudsters drive ad fraud to grow increasingly sophisticated, counteract-
ing current ad fraud protection e�orts. As a result, ad fraud is evolving, developing more creative 
techniques and attracting more technical experts to join this, the second-largest organized crime indus-
try. 

In Q2 2019, app revenue grew to $22.6 billion — a 20% year-on-year increase. But ad fraud drains adver-
tisers’ marketing budgets, restricts advertising performance and loses revenue for tra�c suppliers. When 
an install is attributed to the wrong publisher due to attribution fraud, it increases the cost of installs for 
the right ones. And in that case, even if a marketer doesn’t lose actual spend, the fraud a�ects the 
company’s marketing budget by preventing accurate analysis, in turn restricting user growth and accu-
rate segmentation. Tra�c partners then lose revenue. Because of ad fraud, overall CPI costs overall are 
increasing unfairly. 

False-positives are a common issue of many third-party and MMP ad fraud providers. It hampers digital 
advertising e�orts and makes it di�cult for advertisers to reach their KPIs. 
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      Key Highlights

Mobile ad fraud continues to evolve, becoming more and more sophisticated. Here’s a few examples: 
The most common fraud types are: 

   Device farms, SDK Spoofing, Click spamming, Click injection, Bots, Incent Abuse

SDK Spoofing (smart bots which emulate real installs) is the fastest-growing ad fraud type. SDK Spoofing 
has increased from 17% in Q1 2019 to 20% in Q2.

Bots and device farms, still one of the most common forms of ad fraud, have actually decreased between 
Q1 and Q2 2019.

Click spamming is rising amongst Android users.

iOS and Android Ad Fraud Rates

According to Interceptd’s data, ad fraud accounted for losses of 
$50 million per day in Q2 2019. The rate of fraudulent tra�c on 
Android is 31% and 25% of iOS.

25% 31% Q2 2019

22% 27% Q1 2019

21.3% 26.9% 2018

vs
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iOS Fraud Insights

Fraud Levels by App Category

In App Store, the most 
fraud-vulnerable catego-
ries are;

Shopping (34%), 
Gaming (33.4%), 
Finance (31%),  
Travel (26.5%),
Lifestyle (23%), 
Food & Delivery (23%).

According to Interceptd data, in Q2, 2019 iOS 
advertisers lost $16 million of advertising spend per 
day to fraudulent tra�c. This loss is only expected to 
increase to as much as $30 million per day by 2022. 

Overall iOS Fraud Rate
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In Google Play, the most 
fraud-vulnerable categories 
are: 

Finance (37.8%), 
Shopping (33.4%), 
Gaming (37%), 
Social (33.4%)
Travel & Local (34%). 

Android Fraud Insights

Fraud Levels by App Category

7interceptd.com

According to Interceptd data, in Q2, 2019 advertisers 
lost $38 million of advertising spend per day to 
fraudulent tra�c in Android. This loss is only forecast-
ed to increase, and is anticipated to reach $70 million 
per day by 2022.

Overall Android Fraud Rate



iOS Shopping Fraud Analysis

34% of all iOS shopping tra�c is fraudulent. 

Device Farm

SDK Spoofing

Click Spamming

Bot/Emulators

Incent Abuse

Other

28%

23%

21%

19%

7%

2%

34%

Android Shopping Fraud Analysis

33.4% of all Android e-commerce tra�c is fraudulent. 

Device Farm

SDK Spoofing

Click Spamming

Click Injection

Incent Abuse

Bot / Emulator

Other 5

17%
18%
14%
18%
16%
13%
2%

33%

85 SOURCE: Interceptd Q2 forecast estimates



Interceptd forecasts that by 2022, ad fraud will 
reach $14 billion on shopping apps on both iOS 

and Android. 

CHALLENGE: e-Commerce KPIs depend on in-app events, such as transactions and registrations. Unfortu-
nately, ad fraud creates fake installs that produce no genuine in-app events, preventing marketers from 
hitting their KPI targets. 

Commerce generally has high CPI and CPA. As such, the quality of the users and installs are paramount. 

TIPS:
Be aware of SDK Spoofing: SDK Spoofing is on the rise, and is far too e�ective at simulating genuine-look-
ing (but fake) in-app actions. Many MMPs and third-party providers can not adequately detect this type of 
fraud. Thus, it is imperative to find an ad fraud solution capable of detecting SDK Spoofing, so those vital 
e-commerce KPIs can be accurately measured.

LTV: Ad fraud generally decreases LTV, as fake installs don’t make genuine in-app purchases. An 
up-to-date ad fraud protocol will help to boost LTV KPIs.

Make accurate business decisions: Two of the most valued e-commerce KPIs, eCPM and ROI, are regularly 
altered by ad fraud. For example, ad fraud generally decreases LTV and CPI/CPI while falsely inflating ROI 
and eCPM. This means that today’s companies are probably making important business decisions based 
on false data and metrics. It is imperative to take this into account in order to make the most informed and 
accurate business decisions. 

Check time patterns and mismatched IPs: Fake installs can be detected by cross-checking time patterns 
and mismatched IPs. Clean tra�c generally shows a certain pattern and click to install time and IP mismatch 
ratio should emerge for an advertiser/publisher. 

Challenges & Tips for Shopping Apps
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iOS Gaming Fraud Analysis

Mobile gaming apps are the second largest iOS category, and continue 
to grow rapidly. Interceptd estimates that 33.4% of gaming iOS tra�c is 
fraudulent. 

G
am

ing
33%

Device Farm

SDK Spoofing

Click Spamming

Bot/Emulators

Incent Abuse

Other

21%

25%

20%

18%

14%

3%

Android Gaming Fraud Analysis

37% of Android games tra�c is fraudulent. 37%

Device Farm
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18%
25%
15%
16%
16%
8%
2%

t

106 SOURCE: Interceptd Q2 forecast estimates



SDK Spoofing is expected to reach 26% for iOS 
and 25% for Android in Q2 2019. 

The multitude of sub-categories in the gaming category di�er greatly in terms of patterns of fraudulent and 
non-fraudulent tra�c. They aren’t easy to analyze by most third-party and MMP ad fraud providers, as their 
methods are often based on strict rule-sets, creating many false-positives. What’s more, misattributed 
installs can include significant amounts of organic tra�c, which simulates genuine tra�c. To reduce ad 
fraud, the gaming industry requires a more tailored approach.

TIPS: 
Organic attribution fraud detection can combat SDK Spoofing to help advertisers di�erentiate between 
paid and organic users — guiding their marketing budget to the right platforms. 

Install Referrer Time is provided by Google for Android campaigns. Google also provides information 
about landing time to the Play Store page, install begin time and install finish time. Not all attribution tools 
are capable of providing these three timestamps. However, if your app has an SDK which is capable of 
collecting this information, this can be used to detect and prevent fraud. Interceptd uses these data points 
to flag or block fraudulent installs and clicks. 

Use probabilistic approaches to increase accuracy and decrease false positives. 

Challenges & Tips for Gaming AppsG
am

ing

CHALLENGE: Usually, gaming companies set their KPIs based on metrics such as in-app purchases or 
lifetime value (LTV). Of course, truly achieving these KPIs depends on genuine installs and actual users. All 
too often, KPIs are either hampered by ad fraud, specifically:

Fake installs. these don’t make in-app purchases and result in a low LTV. 

Fake in-app purchases. This is a more sophisticated style of ad fraud that simulates a quality LTV. 

SDK Spoofing, simulating misleading in-app actions, is expected to reach 26% for iOS and 25% for Android 

in Q2, 2019.
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iOS Finance Fraud Analysis

31% of iOS finance tra�c is fraudulent. Finance
31%

Device Farm
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Click Spamming

Bot/Emulators
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Other
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Android Finance Fraud Analysis

37.8% of Android finance tra�c is fraudulent. 38%

Device Farm
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127 SOURCE: Interceptd Q2 forecast estimates



By 2022, ad fraud will reach $13 billion in the 
Finance category

TIPS: 
Real-time detection (RTD): Most finance apps can’t detect fake credit card information. It’s best to try and 
stop this fraudulent activity before the install, as it becomes di�cult to detect post-install. That’s what 
makes RTD so important. 

Data auditing: It is critictal for the finance industry to focus on marketing and advertising strategies backed 
by clean tra�c and accurate data. 

Challenges & Tips for Finance AppsFinance

CHALLENGE: Important KPIs for the finance category include in-app registrations (registering with the 
user’s bank account information) and app installs. The challenge comes whenever ad fraud shows 
increased installs with no in-app activity. Additionally, fraudsters have developed methods to simulate fake 
credit card information to look like genuine registration, further misleading marketers and advertisers. 
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iOS Lifestyle Fraud Analysis

Interceptd estimates that 23% of iOS lifestyle tra�c is fraudulent. Lifestyle

Android Social Fraud Analysis

Social

23%

Device Farm
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t

Interceptd estimates that 33.4% of Android social tra�c is fraudulent. 33%
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148 SOURCE: Interceptd Q2 forecast estimates



t

Travel
Travel & Local

iOS Travel Fraud Analysis 

26.5% of iOS travel tra�c is fraudulent. 26%

Device Farm
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Android Travel & Local Fraud Analysis 

34% of Android travel and local tra�c is fraudulent. 34%

Device Farm

SDK Spoofing

Click Spamming

Click Injection

Incent Abuse

Bot / Emulators

Other 9

14%
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159 SOURCE: Interceptd Q2 forecast estimates



Interceptd forecasts that by 2022 ad fraud will 
reach $8 billion in the Lifestyle category. 

TIPS: 
Review the market with clean data. Converting non-paying users is vital to the success of lifestyle apps. 
Thus, using clean data to understand their existing genuine high LTV users is vital in helping target and 
acquire new ones. 

Use clean data to detect high-converting sources. Metrics like Device ID, IP address and event purchase 
analysis are musts for app companies that want to drive acquisition, retention, and revenue. Since lifestyle 
apps often advertise on multiple cross-functional platforms and numerous channels, tracking conversions 
is key. Investing in ad fraud prevention allows apps to acquire clean tra�c and data, helping companies 
understand which are the best channels to further invest in. 

Challenges & Tips for Lifestyle Apps
CHALLENGE: The lifestyle category’s KPIs are often based on a subscription model. Ad fraud makes this 
model problematic, because it creates fake users who don’t subscribe. 
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Types of Ad Fraud
1. Attribution Fraud

2. Faking Users & Devices

The theft of your organic installs or inaccurate attribution. Includes:

SDK Spoofing
When fraudsters simulate messages that mimic genuine installs and clicks, to be 

transferred between the attribution tool’s SDK and the attribution tool server. 

Click Spamming
Software or malware that sends clicks in the background on your device in hopes of 

stealing an organic install.

Click Injection
This type of fraud occurs on Android Play Store referrer time stamps like install, start and 

stop. Fraudsters listen in the background for broadcast installs and malware gets those 

messages and starts to send clicks. 

Missing Install
Install Referrer Time, provided by Google for Android campaigns, provides information 

about landing times to the Play Store page, install begin times and Install finish times. 

However, not all attribution tools are capable of providing these timestamps. 

Incent Abuse
A method for fraudsters to mix incentivized tra�c in with legitimate tra�c in order to 

achieve daily install caps. 

Device Farms
Device farms are a type of mobile ad fraud which uses real or simulated mobile devices to 

click on ads and convert them into installs. Those devices are then reset and the process 

is repeated. 

Bot/Emulators
A piece of software that allows a computer to behave like any device it chooses to. 

Emulated devices are used to generate artificial installs. In this instance, the emulated 

devices will be programmed to engage in advertising and repeatedly install apps.
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Insight from Fraud Experts

The Damage Fraud Does

Ad fraud is constantly evolving. Fraudsters are becoming more sophisticated and leave 
fewer traces behind. Fraud filters solely depend on IP blacklists; unfortunately, publisher 
blacklists no longer help. 

In some ad networks, we detected fraud rates of more than 50%. Rates this high cause 
fraud detection methods to produce a lot of false positives and false negatives among 
results — that is, if statistical approaches like probabilistic approaches are not used. 

It is di�cult for user acquisition managers to rely on a single data source if they want to 
measure their true ROAS. SDK Spoofing is on the rise across all app types and stores, 
making why data reconciliation an absolute necessity for marketing managers. 

Google regularly removes malware, including apps from Google Play, but often the 
damage has been done: many of those apps reach millions of users before getting 
banned from app stores. Millions of devices are already infected, providing an attack 
node for fraudsters, making those devices an easy way to steal organic users or to 
launch even more sophisticated attacks. Because of this, we do not expect a decrease 
in the number of fraudulent engagements in the near future. 

Marketers should include metrics like SDK version, app version, OS version, Google 
referrer times, device model, device language, device country and device IP both on 
install and event data, in addition to their conventional performance metrics like conver-
sion rates and click-through rates. 

What’s more, fraudsters make mistakes, and those metrics will help UA managers to 
identify the careless ones. This is especially helpful if a company’s marketing stack 
doesn’t contain any type of fraud defense tool. 



Grow Your Business 
With Interceptd

Get Free Ad Fraud Consultancy
We can audit your mobile data and detect your fraudulent tra�c, 
giving you a better chance at success in the global mobile economy. 

Signup for free!
Consolidate and audit all your marketing data using one unified 
dashboard with full account-based services, customer reports, and 
recommendations on rule-setting. 

PHONE: +1 (415) 944 1409 
Questions? Business inquiries? 

Reach us any time at info@interceptd.com 

https://www.facebook.com/interceptd
https://twitter.com/interceptdcom
https://www.linkedin.com/company/interceptd/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpmpWtKNJtUXcYmXPw6uMmQ
https://interceptd.com/demo/?utm_source=report&utm_medium=q2-2019&utm_content=pdf
https://app.interceptd.com/signup?utm_source=report&utm_medium=q2-2019&utm_content=pdf



